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ABSTRACT
Context. Active galactic nuclei (AGN) is one of the main drivers for transition from star-forming disk to passive spheroidal galaxies.
However, the role of large-scale environment versus one-on-one interactions in triggering different types of AGN is still uncertain.
We present a statistical study of the prevalence of the nuclear activity in isolated galaxies and physically bound isolated pairs.
Aims. For the purpose of this study we considered optically and radio selected nuclear activity types. We aim to assess the effect of
one-on-one interaction on the fraction of AGN and the role of their large-scale environment.
Methods. To study the effect of one-on-one interaction on the fraction of AGN in isolated galaxy pairs, we compare with a sample of
isolated galaxies homogeneously selected under the same isolation criterion. We examine the effect of the large-scale environment by
comparing with control samples of single galaxies and galaxy pairs. To quantify the effects of local and large-scale environments we
use the tidal strength parameter.
Results. In general we found no difference in the prevalence of optical AGN for the considered samples. For massive galaxies, the
fraction of optical AGN in isolated galaxies is slightly higher than that in control samples. Also the fraction of passives in high
mass isolated galaxies is smaller than in any other sample. Generally, there is no dependence on optical nuclear activity with local
environment. On the other hand, we found evidence that radio AGN are strongly affected by the local environment.
Conclusions. Optical AGN phenomenon is related to cold gas accretion, while radio AGN is related to hot gas accretion. In this
context, there is more cold gas, fuelling the central optical AGN, in isolated systems. Our results are in agreement with a scenario
where cold gas accretion by secular evolution is the main driver of optical AGN, while hot gas accretion and one-on-one interactions
are the main drivers of radio AGN activity.
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1. Introduction
The environment in which a galaxy resides plays an important
role on its formation and evolution. Galaxies suffer intrinsic and
secular evolution processes (i.e. nature processes), but they are
also exposed to the influences of their local and large-scale en-
vironments (i.e. nurture processes) (Casado et al. 2015). Start-
ing from the well known morphology-density relation (Dressler
1980), other properties such as stellar mass, size, or colour
are influenced by environmental processes (Peng et al. 2010;
Grützbauch et al. 2011; Calvi et al. 2012; Peng et al. 2012;
Boselli & Gavazzi 2014). Moreover, nuclear activity is somehow
affected by galaxy environment (Kauffmann et al. 2004; Choi
et al. 2009; Sabater et al. 2013).
Active galactic nuclei (AGN) also plays an important role
in galaxy formation and evolution. Observations have led to
the interpretation that the main driver for transition from star-
forming disk to passive spheroidal galaxies is through AGN
(Kauffmann et al. 2003a). A galaxy is revealed as an AGN when
its central black hole (BH) grows through mass accretion, lib-
erating in the process a huge amount of energy (see Salpeter
1964; Lynden-Bell 1969; Soltan 1982; Fabian 1999; Alexander
& Hickox 2012). There is some evidence that galaxies are more
likely to host an AGN when they are interacting with a neighbour
(e.g. Ellison et al. 2011). Since the most evolved and massive
galaxies reside in clusters at the present day (Abell 1958; Baldry
et al. 2004), the environment associated to the large-scale struc-
ture (LSS) is therefore also likely to have a significant effect on
the triggering of AGN activity. However the physical processes
responsible for triggering AGN, as well as the role of the envi-
ronment on the fuelling of BHs, are still uncertain.
Is AGN activity connected to environment? There has been
some disagreement in the literature regarding the connection be-
tween environment and nuclear activity. Differences are mainly
due to sample selections and the diverse definitions of environ-
ment. The statistical studies developed by Sabater et al. (2013,
2015) suggest that large-scale environment and galaxy interac-
tions play a fundamental but indirect role in AGN activity (by
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influencing the gas supply) and that the dependence on AGN lu-
minosity is minimal. On the other hand, the results from deep im-
ages by Hong et al. (2015) suggest that luminous AGN activity is
associated with galaxy merging. These differences could be ex-
plained since the results of the first studies, based on Sloan Digi-
tal Sky Survey (SDSS, York et al. 2000; Strauss et al. 2002) sev-
enth data release (DR7; Abazajian et al. 2009) data, might con-
sider merger systems as single galaxies and also be affected by
the well know fibre-collision problem for close objects (Strauss
et al. 2002).
Even if it can be difficult reconciling the results from one
study with the results from another study, there is some consen-
sus that secular processes may be much more important in driv-
ing the black hole growth than previously assumed (McAlpine
et al. 2015; Sabater et al. 2015), where the request for AGN trig-
gering is an abundant supply of central cold gas, regardless of its
origin. In the case of high luminosity AGN, major mergers ap-
pear to be the main driver (Ellison et al. 2011; Ramos Almeida
et al. 2012; Kaviraj et al. 2015; Manzer & De Robertis 2014;
Satyapal et al. 2014; Chiaberge et al. 2015).
There are two modes of AGN activity: the ’quasar-mode’
(Shakura & Sunyaev 1973), or ’cold-mode’, and the ’radio-
mode’ (Hine & Longair 1979), or ’hot-mode’. In ’cold-mode’
the AGN radiates across a broad multi-wavelength range (in-
cluding optical and radio), while in ’hot-mode’ AGN are mainly
detectable in radio, due to the emission of their jet. The two ac-
cretion modes have different associated feedback effects in the
host galaxy (Kauffmann et al. 2003a; Best et al. 2005a), and they
are powered by accretion of different material that can be con-
nected to the environment (Hardcastle et al. 2007; Tasse et al.
2008), but the precise origin of these differences effects remains
unclear (Best & Heckman 2012).
The aim of the present study is to accurately measure the
fraction of optical and radio AGN activity that is triggered by ex-
ternal or internal processes. With the purpose of determining the
importance of secular evolution versus one-on-one interactions
in triggering different types of AGN activity, we select samples
of both isolated galaxies and isolated pairs. In this study we fo-
cus on isolated systems because any difference in the AGN frac-
tion would be directly related to the addition of one companion.
Also, by carefully selecting control samples of galaxy pairs and
single galaxies, we go one step further and explore the effect of
the large-scale environment versus one-on-one interactions on
the AGN prevalence.
This study is organised as follows. In Sect. 2 we describe the
samples used in this work as well as the selected AGN classifi-
cation methods and the parameters used to quantify the environ-
ment. We present our results in Sect. 3 and the associated discus-
sion in Sect. 4. Finally, a summary and the main conclusions of
the study are presented in Sect. 5. Throughout the study, a cos-
mology with ΩΛ0 = 0.7, Ωm0 = 0.3, and H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1
is assumed.
2. Data and methodology
To study the effect of one-on-one interaction on the fraction of
AGN, we compare isolated galaxy pairs with a sample of isolated
galaxies homogeneously selected under the same isolation crite-
rion. To understand the effect of the large-scale environment, we
select control samples composed of single galaxies and galaxy
pairs that can be found in any environment, from clusters or
groups to voids.
2.1. Isolated galaxies and isolated pairs
We use the sample of isolated galaxies and isolated pairs com-
piled by Argudo-Fernández et al. (2015b) from the SDSS-DR10
(Ahn et al. 2014). Isolated galaxies and central galaxies in the
pairs (the brightest of the pair by definition) are selected in a
volume limited sample redshift range 0.005 ≤ z ≤ 0.080, with
11 ≤ mr ≤ 15.7, where mr is the SDSS model magnitude in
the r-band. This criterion allows the second galaxy in the pair
to be at least 2 orders of magnitude fainter within the range of
spectroscopic completeness of the SDSS main galaxy sample at
mr,Petrosian < 17.77 mag (Strauss et al. 2002).
Argudo-Fernández et al. (2015b) used a three dimensional
isolation criterion, based on projected distances on the sky and
redshift. The systems are isolated with no neighbours in a vol-
ume of 1 Mpc projected distance within a line-of-sight veloc-
ity difference of ∆ 3 ≤ 500 km s−1. After defining isolation,
they followed a similar method as in Argudo-Fernández et al.
(2014) to identify the physically bound isolated pairs. For the
central galaxy in isolated pairs, Argudo-Fernández et al. (2015b)
found an over-density of neighbours in the 2D distribution of
∆ 3 and distance d. This over-density indicates that those neigh-
bours are likely to be physically connected. The distribution of
∆ 3 for those neighbours follows a Gaussian distribution. The
neighbour galaxies within ∆ 3 ≤ 2σ (160 km s−1) show also a
tendency to be located within the first 450 kpc from the cen-
tral galaxy. Conversely, neighbour galaxies at higher ∆ 3 and d
would be associated to the underlying large-scale distribution of
galaxies (Argudo-Fernández et al. 2015b). They found 3702 iso-
lated galaxies, hereafter SIG (SDSS-based Isolated Galaxies),
and 1240 isolated pairs physically bound at projected distances
up to d ≤ 450 kpc within ∆ 3 ≤ 160 km s−1, hereafter SIP
(SDSS-based Isolated Pairs). The SIG and SIP samples repre-
sent about 11% and 7% of the galaxies in the local Universe
(z ≤ 0.080; Argudo-Fernández et al. 2015b). The average pro-
jected distance and ∆ 3 of the SIP sample is d ' 215 kpc and
∆ 3 ' 65 km s−1. The average stellar mass1 ratio in isolated
pairs ( M?BM?A , where A corresponds to the central galaxy and B to
the faintest galaxy in the pair) is M?BM?A ' 0.30, in the range
0.01 . M?BM?A . 1.00 (see Argudo-Fernández et al. 2015b, for
further details).
2.2. Control galaxy samples
The control samples are based on the catalogue of groups com-
piled by Yang et al. (2007), which is based on the NYU-VAGC
(Blanton et al. 2005) updated with SDSS-DR7 data. Yang et al.
(2007) developed a halo-based group finder that is optimized for
grouping galaxies that reside in the same dark matter halo, in-
cluding isolated galaxies in small mass haloes. Group members
are complete to Mr ≤ −19.5 absolute magnitude and z ≤ 0.090.
Nevertheless, some SDSS-DR12 (Alam et al. 2015) and LAM-
OST (Large Sky Area Multi-Object Fiber Spectroscopic Tele-
scope, Zhao et al. 2012) redshifts are supplied to update the
group catalogue (Shen et al. 2016).
To study the dependence of the large-scale environment on
nuclear activity in galaxy pairs, we selected the central (bright-
est) galaxy in groups composed of two members in Yang et al.
(2007), hereafter the SDSS pairs sample. Following the same
1 Stellar masses in the CIG and SIP samples come from the fitting to
the spectral energy distribution on the five SDSS bands using the routine
kcorrect (Blanton & Roweis 2007) and the relation between the stellar
mass-to-light ratio and color of Bell et al. (2003).
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Fig. 1. Upper panel: Distribution of the stellar masses of the SIG
and SDSS single galaxies (red solid and magenta dash-dotted his-
tograms, respectively), and for central SIP and SDSS pairs (green
dashed and blue dotted histograms, respectively). The vertical black
dashed lines correspond to the selected stellar mass range for the study
at 10.0 ≤ log(M?) ≤ 11.4 [M]. Lower panel: Distribution of the red-
shift of the SIG and SDSS single galaxies (red solid and magenta dash-
dotted histograms, respectively), and for central SIP and SDSS pairs
(green dashed and blue dotted histograms, respectively), for galaxies
within the stellar mass limited sample (NT ).
criteria, we selected one-member groups in Yang et al. (2007),
hereafter the SDSS single sample, as a control sample to com-
pare with SIG galaxies.
The average projected separation and ∆ 3 of SDSS pairs is
d ' 200 kpc and ∆ 3 ' 85 km s−1, similar to the SIP sam-
ple, where the 90% of the pairs show projected separations
d . 450 kpc and ∆ 3 . 200 km s−1. The stellar mass2 ratio
also spans a similar range with an average value M?BM?A ' 0.23.
We selected control samples within the same volume limited
sample where the isolated systems were defined (11 ≤ mr ≤ 15.7
and 0.005 ≤ z ≤ 0.080) to avoid biases. We also removed the
galaxies in common with the SIP or SIG catalogues. Follow-
ing these criteria, the SDSS pairs sample is composed of 3772
pairs (after removing 505 pairs in common with the SIP), and
the SDSS single sample is composed of 9,526 galaxies (after re-
moving 2027 galaxies in common with the SIG).
2.3. Stellar masses and AGN classification
For the purpose of this study we considered optically and radio
selected nuclear activity types. In particular, we used published
stellar masses and AGN classifications for galaxies in the SDSS-
DR7 from Sabater et al. (2013), hereafter SBA13 classification.
SBA13 used information about total stellar masses from
Kauffmann et al. (2003b) and optical AGN classification from
BPT diagnostic (Baldwin et al. 1981; Kauffmann et al. 2003a).
Data based on optical spectra, i.e. the stellar masses and the cor-
rected emission-line fluxes used to built BPT diagrams, were
drawn from the Max Plank Institute for Astrophysics and Johns
Hopkins University (MPIA-JHU3; Kauffmann et al. 2003b;
Tremonti et al. 2004; Salim et al. 2007) added value catalogue
(Brinchmann et al. 2004).
Radio AGN galaxies in SBA13 are considered if they are
classified as radio AGN by Best & Heckman (2012) with a ra-
dio luminosity brighter than L1.4 GHz ≈ 1023 W m−2 Hz−1 (see
SBA13, for more details). The radio AGN classification in Best
& Heckman (2012) is based on radio-continuum data from the
National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO) Very Large Ar-
ray (VLA) Sky Survey Condon et al. (NVSS, 1998) and the Faint
Images of the Radio Sky at Twenty centimetres (FIRST, Becker
et al. 1995) data bases, and follows the techniques presented in
Best et al. (2005b).
Even if we take care on selecting galaxies in the control
samples within the same volume limited as isolated galaxies
and isolated pairs, it is well known that AGN fraction depends
strongly on stellar mass (Kauffmann et al. 2003a; Peng et al.
2010, 2012). Henceforth, to have a robust control sample for
the comparisons, we selected galaxies in the SDSS single and
SDSS pairs samples with similar stellar mass4 and redshift dis-
tributions than the SIG and SIP samples, respectively (with
Kolmogorov-Smirnov p-value greater than 0.80, which ensures
that the distributions of the two samples are the same). To have
enough numbers of objects in each mass bin for each sample,
we also considered galaxies with stellar masses within the range
10.0 ≤ log(M?) ≤ 11.4 [M] (see the upper panel in Fig. 1).
The final number of galaxies, in the stellar mass range consid-
ered in this study, with available SBA13 classification is shown
in the first row of Table 1.
Due to the number of galaxies in our samples, we only sepa-
rate nuclear activity into optical AGN, radio AGN, star-forming
2 Stellar masses in the group catalogue were computed fitting the spec-
tral energy distribution on the five SDSS + JHK bands using the routine
kcorrect (Blanton & Roweis 2007) and the relation between the stellar
mass-to-light ratio and color of Bell et al. (2003) (see Yang et al. 2007,
for further details).
3 Available at http://www.mpa-garching.mpg.de/SDSS/DR7/
4 Note that stellar masses from Argudo-Fernández et al. (2015b) and
Yang et al. (2007) are calculated slightly different, therefore in order to
use a consistent source, we consider stellar masses in SBA13.
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Table 1. Number of galaxies of each type in each sample.
Type SIP SDSS pairs SIG SDSS single
Total 764 2251 2299 6867
Optical AGN 387 1009 1153 3027
LINER 152 454 482 1081
Seyfert 44 96 123 266
TO 191 459 548 1680
SFN 169 564 587 1777
Passive 208 678 559 2063
Radio AGN 10 39 11 22
HERG 1 2 0 0
LERG 8 37 11 22
Notes. Meaning of the different types: Total – total number of galaxies
in each sample; Optical AGN – galaxies classified as LINER, Seyfert,
or transition objects (TO); SFN – star forming nuclei galaxies; Passive
– galaxies with no optical nuclear activity; Radio AGN – galaxies clas-
sified as HERG or LERG radio AGN with L1.4 GHz ≥ 1023 W m−2 Hz−1.
nuclei (SFN), and passive galaxies (in case that no optical nu-
clear activity is detected). Optical AGN classification covers
transition objects (TO), Seyfert (Seyfert 1 not included), and
low-ionization nuclear emission-line region (LINER; Heckman
1980) galaxies. In the case of radio AGN, this includes low-
excitation (LERG) and high-excitation (HERG) radio galaxies.
The number of galaxies in each sample, classified in each type
and subtypes of nuclear activity, is shown in Table 1. Note that
Best & Heckman (2012) classified radio galaxies into HERG and
LERG when such classification was possible. Given that there
is only one SIP galaxy without classification we rejected this
galaxy in the present study. Besides, the three HERG galaxies
present in the sample were discarded during the comparisons.
Henceforth, with the term radio AGN we will be considering
only LERG radio AGN.
Note that, to have a statistically significant number of galax-
ies, we do not impose any limit on the [OIII]5007 emission line lu-
minosity. Some low luminosity AGN (usually LINERs) at higher
redshifts could be classified as passive if their emission is not
strong enough to be detected. However, the overall effect is min-
imized if the redshift distribution of the samples is relatively sim-
ilar as it is in our case (see lower panel in Fig. 1).
Note also that AGN classification based on purely emission-
line BPT diagrams are affected by uncertainties (Sabater et al.
2012). According to Rosario et al. (2016), these uncertainties
are specially important for massive main-sequence local galax-
ies that might be misclassified as passives. We have checked that
less than the 4% of the total number of galaxies in each sam-
ple in our study would be affected. Given this number, we do
not expect any change in the observed trends for SFN galaxies.
The results of Sabater et al. (2012) suggest that at least some
of these misclassified galaxies could be classified as LINERs or
Seyferts if the uncertainties were taken into account. However,
given that our samples follow the same classification criteria and
a relatively similar distribution in mass and redshift, the possible
effect on the comparison between samples will be minimised.
2.4. Environmental parameters
Argudo-Fernández et al. (2015b) also provided the isolation de-
gree for isolated galaxies and central galaxies in isolated pairs.
They quantified the influence of both, local and large-scale envi-
Fig. 2. Upper panel: Comparison of Qpair versus QLSS, isolated pairs
(green stars), SDSS single galaxies (magenta circles) and SDSS pairs
(blue pluses). Note that for isolated galaxies (red triangles) there is not
available Qpair but we consider Qpair = QLSS for comparison purposes.
The black dashed line represents the line where Qpair = QLSS. Lower
panel: Schema of the sample definition, total number of galaxies (NT ) in
each sample and number of galaxies in common (NC), and environment
definition for the SIG and SIP samples (red and green circles, respec-
tively), and for control samples (blue and magenta ellipses for SDSS
pairs and SDSS singles respectively). The arrows in the axis indicates
the direction to higher values of the tidal strength.
ronments, using the tidal strength parameter (Verley et al. 2007;
Sabater et al. 2013; Argudo-Fernández et al. 2013, 2014).
To study the influence of the large-scale environment on the
AGN fraction for isolated galaxies and isolated pairs, we se-
lected the tidal strength exerted by all the galaxies in the LSS up
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to 5 Mpc, QLSS (Eq. 1). For isolated pairs, we study the influence
of the companion using the local tidal strength Qpair (Eq. 2).
Galaxies in the LSS are defined within a volume of
5 Mpc projected distance and line-of-sight velocity difference of
∆ 3 ≤ 500 km s−1. Then, for each galaxy, i, in the LSS at a
projected distance dLS S i , the total tidal strength on the isolated
galaxy (SIG), or the central (brightest) galaxy in isolated pairs
(SIP), is:
QLSS ≡ log
∑
i
MLS S i
M
(
D
dLS S i
)3 , (1)
where M is the stellar mass and D5 is the estimated diameter
of the SIG/SIP galaxy. Stellar masses for galaxies in the LSS
(MLS S i ) were calculated by fitting the spectral energy distribu-
tion, on the five SDSS bands, using the routine kcorrect (Blanton
& Roweis 2007).
We quantify the effect of the local environment as the tidal
strength affecting the central (brightest) galaxy in a galaxy pair.
Then, similarly to the definition of the QLSS but only considering
two galaxies, the local tidal force exerted by the faintest B galaxy
on the brightest (central) A galaxy is:
Qpair ≡ log
MBMA
(
DA
dAB
)3 , (2)
where dAB is the projected physical distance between the galax-
ies of the isolated pair.
We follow the same methodology to estimate the tidal
strength for control samples, i. e. we estimate QLSS for SDSS
single galaxies, and Qpair for SDSS pairs. A scheme of the envi-
ronment for the four samples is shown in Fig. 2. For comparison
purpose, Qpair for SDSS single galaxies is estimated considering
their first nearest neighbour. In the case of the SIG sample, as the
nearest neighbour is as least at 1 Mpc away, the value of the tidal
strength exerted by this neighbour is practically the same as the
one exerted by the LSS, we therefore consider Qpair = QLSS.
QLSS for the control samples is estimated as for SIG and SIP,
considering their LSS up to 5 Mpc. The greater the value of Q,
the less isolated from external influence the galaxy. Therefore,
as it is schematically shown in the lower panel of Fig. 2, the
SIG and SIP samples have the same degree of isolation with re-
spect the LSS, while control samples extend a broader range of
large-scale environments. With respect to the local environment,
SIG and SDSS singles have a similar range, while the effect is
stronger for central galaxies in the SIP and SDSS pairs samples.
Then at fixed stellar mass, higher values of Qpair are related to
closer pairs. Since there is a strong dependence of AGN with
stellar mass, it is recommendable to made a separated study in
different stellar mass bins (SBA13).
The black dashed line in the upper panel of Fig. 2 corre-
sponds to the line where Qpair = QLSS. When a galaxy is located
on this line, the contributions by its local and large-scale environ-
ment on the total tidal strengths are the same. Central galaxies in
the SIP sample are located above the line, which means that their
tidal strengths are dominated by their close environment. In fact,
more than 95% of the total tidal strength in SIP galaxies is due
to the companion galaxy in the pair (Argudo-Fernández et al.
2015b). In general SDSS pairs are also located above the line,
5 D = 2αr90, where r90, the Petrosian radius containing 90 % of the
total flux of the galaxy in the r-band, is scaled by a factor α = 1.43 to
recover the D25 (Argudo-Fernández et al. 2013).
but there are some pairs below the line. These are pairs located
in high density environments, mainly in clusters, surrounded by
massive and nearby galaxies which are likely affecting their evo-
lution.
3. Results
3.1. AGN prevalence
We aim to study the prevalence of AGN in the four samples pre-
viously selected. To do this we compare the relative fraction of
each type of AGN in isolated galaxies and in physically bound
isolated pairs, with respect to the ones found in the control sam-
ples. Due to the strong dependence of the prevalence of AGN
with mass of the host galaxy, both in optical (Kauffmann et al.
2003a) and radio (Best et al. 2005a), we fix a stellar mass range
in each step of the study. We considered galaxies in each sam-
ple with stellar masses within 10.0 ≤ log(M?) ≤ 11.4 [M],
as explained in Sect. 2, and we divided our studies in different
stellar mass bins.
3.1.1. Optical AGN
The relative fraction of optical nuclear activity (SFN, optical
AGN, and passive galaxies) for each sample is shown in the up-
per panels in Fig. 3. We considered seven stellar mass bins to
observe the possible trends for each sample. Note that we take
care of having a significant number of galaxies in each bin. Error
bars are given by considering binomial distribution6.
The fraction of passive galaxies (right panel) increases with
stellar mass, while the general trend for SFN galaxies (middle
panel) is to decrease with stellar mass. The general trend for
the fraction of optical AGN up to log(M?) . 11.0 [M] is to
increase with stellar mass (left panel). We only find significant
differences between samples for massive galaxies. The fraction
of optical AGN is still increasing at higher masses for isolated
galaxies while it starts to decrease in the remaining samples. Ac-
cordingly, the fraction of passive isolated galaxies is lower at
higher masses.
Lower panels in Fig. 3 shows the relative fraction of each
optical AGN type (LINER, Seyfert, and TO). When consid-
ering optical AGN subtypes, we find that the prevalence of
LINER follows the general trend of passive galaxies. On the
other hand, the fraction of TOs follows the general trend ob-
served for star-forming galaxies. Again, there is a break point
at log(M?) . 11.0 [M] where we start to observe significant
differences between the samples. At high stellar masses there is
a higher fraction of TOs and a lower fraction of LINERs SIP
galaxies.
3.1.2. Radio AGN
Given that we have a low number of radio AGN galaxies in each
sample (see last row in Table 1), we compare the activity be-
tween systems composed of one galaxy (SIP and SDSS single
galaxies) and galaxy pairs (SIP and SDSS pairs). The fraction
of radio AGN is shown in Fig. 4. The fraction of radio AGN
increases steeply with the stellar mass. The prevalence of radio
AGN in pairs is significantly higher than in single galaxies for
the most massive galaxies.
6 e f =
√
f (1− f )
NT
, where f is the relative fraction for a total number of
NT galaxies in each sample.
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Fig. 3. Upper panels: Fraction of SFN (left panel), optical AGN (middle panel), and passive galaxies (right panel) with respect to stellar mass. The
fraction in SIG (NT = 2299) and SIP (NT = 764) galaxies is depicted by red circles and green squares respectively. For the control samples, blue
triangles correspond to the fraction in SDSS pairs (NT = 2251) and magenta stars for SDSS single galaxies (NT = 6867). The number of galaxies
in each stellar mass bin is shown in tables for each sample at the bottom of each panel. Error bars are given by considering binomial distribution.
Lower panels: Fraction of each AGN subtype with respect to stellar mass for SIG (NT = 1153) and SDSS single (NT = 3027) galaxies, and central
galaxies in SIP (NT = 387) and SDSS pairs (NT = 1009). The fraction of LINER (left panel), Seyfert (middle panel), and TO (right panel) galaxies
is shown in tables for each sample at the bottom of each panel.
It would be possible to lower the radio detection limit to
study the radio nuclear activity for a wider range of stellar
masses (Best et al. 2005a). The downside is that the closer the
Universe less volume and less of each type galaxies, therefore
the number of galaxies would be not statistically significant.
3.2. Influence of the environment
After studying the prevalence of optical nuclear activity as a
function of mass, we investigate its relation with the local and
large-scale galactic environments. We take into account the ef-
fect of the mass dividing the samples into three stellar mass
bins: low-mass galaxies (10.0 ≤ log(M?) < 10.5 [M]),
intermediate-mass galaxies (10.5 ≤ log(M?) < 11.0 [M])
and high-mass galaxies (11.0 ≤ log(M?) ≤ 11.4 [M]). As in-
troduced in Sect. 2, we use Qpair to quantify the influence of the
companion, and QLSS to quantify the effect of the LSS. Given
the low statistics for radio AGN and AGN subtypes, we perform
this part of the study on the fraction of optical AGN, SFN, and
passive galaxies in each sample.
3.2.1. Dependence on the local environment
According to Argudo-Fernández et al. (2014, 2015b), about 99%
of the total tidal strength is due to the effect of the physically
bound companions. Therefore, to investigate the dependence of
nuclear activity with the local environment we restrict our study
to the SIP and the SDSS pairs samples.
The fraction of nuclear activity, segregated in stellar mass
bins, with respect to the Qpair for central galaxy in the SIP and
SDSS pairs samples, is shown in the left and right columns in
the Fig. 5, respectively. Higher values of the Qpair correspond to
a stronger interaction between the two galaxies in the pair. In
general we do not see any trend in the fraction of SFN, AGN, or
passive galaxies with the local environment. Moreover, there are
no significant differences between the SIP and SDSS samples in
the area with common values of Qpair. We further explore the
dependence on the local environment and discuss these results
in Sect. 4.
3.2.2. Dependence on the LSS environment
As introduced in Sect. 2, we use the QLSS to explore the effect
of the large-scale environment on the fraction of nuclear activity.
We do not find significant differences in the trends for the SIG
and SIP samples, as well as for the control samples. Henceforth,
for a clearer analysis of the results, we focus on the comparison
between SIG and SDSS single galaxies to explore the effect of
the large-scale environment.
Similarly to Fig. 5, Fig. 6 shows the fraction of optical nu-
clear activity, segregated in stellar mass bins, with respect to
QLSS, in this case for the SIG and SDSS single galaxies. In gen-
eral, there is no clear dependence on the large-scale environment
in the nuclear activity for SDSS single galaxies. However there
is a strong effect in isolated galaxies, with different trends de-
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Fig. 4. Fraction of radio AGN (LERG) with respect to stellar mass.
Red circles represent the join sample of SIG and SDSS single galaxies
(NT = 33), and blue squares represent the sample of galaxies in pairs,
composed of SIP and SDSS pairs (NT = 45). The number of galaxies in
each stellar mass bin is shown in the table at the bottom. Error bars are
given considering binomial distribution.
pending on stellar mass. We discuss these trends in more details
in Sect. 4.
4. Discussion
4.1. AGN prevalence
We study the optical and radio AGN prevalence in each sample
to explore the different mechanisms triggering nuclear activity.
In particular, we will relate the obtained results to the different
sources of gas that can fuel AGN. Depending on the nature (envi-
ronment) of the studied samples, these mechanisms could be: 1)
the internal and slow mass loss caused by the central BH (inter-
nal secular evolution), 2) the external and slow prolonged gas in-
fall or the galaxy harassment (environmental secular evolution),
or 3) the external and fast ram-pressure striping or galaxy merg-
ers.
4.1.1. Optical AGN
The general trend of optical AGN and passive galaxies is to in-
crease with stellar mass, while the fraction of star forming galax-
ies decreases from low-mass to massive galaxies, as it is shown
in the upper panels in Fig. 3. These monotonic trends with stellar
mass are expected because of the ’downsizing’ effect.
We find that, in general, there is no difference in the frac-
tion of optical AGN for the four samples. This result points
out that optical AGN is independent of the local environment,
and is therefore in agreement with the general consensus that
secular evolution is a main mechanism triggering optical AGN
in the Local Universe (Coziol et al. 2011; Sabater et al. 2012,
2013; Hernández-Ibarra et al. 2013; Sabater et al. 2015; Pulatova
et al. 2015; Hernández-Ibarra et al. 2016). As a consequence, the
prevalence of optical nuclear activity is independent to the addi-
tion of one single companion: the central galaxy in an isolated
pair has no difference with an isolated galaxy. We discuss the
discrepancies with other studies when considering the effects of
the galaxy pair in Sect. 4.2.1.
However, we observe significant differences for higher stel-
lar mass bins (M? > 1011.0 M). This effect is in agreement
with Melnyk et al. (2015), which claim that the environmental
influence is notable in the highest mass galaxies. For massive
galaxies, the fraction of optical AGN in the SIG and SIP samples
is slightly higher than in control samples. In particular, the frac-
tion of optical AGN for massive isolated galaxies is higher than
in any other sample, in discrepancy with Melnyk et al. (2015),
where the fraction of AGN in pairs is only a little higher than in
isolated galaxies.
According to the redshift distribution of the samples (lower
panel of Fig. 1), we consider that the trends observed in the frac-
tion of AGN subtypes (see lower panels in Fig. 3) are real. Oth-
erwise the trends would be roughly constant in case that a high
fraction of low luminosity AGN at low redshift were misclas-
sified as LINERs. These observed trends suggest that low-mass
AGNs are dominated by TOs, while high-mass AGNs are domi-
nated by LINERs.
SBA13 interpreted the time sequence from interaction induc-
ing star formation to passive galaxies (Li et al. 2008; Wild et al.
2010) in order from TO, then Seyfert, and then LINER. Even if
our statistic for Seyfert-like galaxies is small, we can interpret
our result in light of this sequence. According to our results, the
transition from TO to LINER is slower in isolated pairs. Unfor-
tunately we do not have a statistically meaningful number of SIP
pairs (NT = 191, 44, 152 LINERs, Seyferts, and TOs, respec-
tively) to explore this result as a function of the Qpair.
These results suggest that the black holes of massive
(M? > 1011.0 M) isolated galaxies are still growing while sim-
ilar mass isolated pairs, SDSS pairs, and SDSS single galaxies
have quenched their activity. This value is similar to the transi-
tion mass between hot and cold modes of gas accretion in sim-
ulations by Kereš et al. (2009). We can therefore conclude that
cold gas accretion by secular evolution is sufficient to explain
the optical nuclear activity for more massive galaxies. As sug-
gested by SBA13, the decrease of the prevalence of optical AGN
and LINER for massive galaxies in denser environments can be
explained by the striping of cold gas and its warming.
4.1.2. Radio AGN
In the exploration of the possible sources of gas fuelling radio
AGN and its connection to the environment, it is crucial to dis-
criminate between the different radio AGN modes (Croton et al.
2006; Hardcastle et al. 2007; Tasse et al. 2008). In fact, SBA13
found opposite trends in HERG and LERG radio AGNs with
respect to the local density, when LERGs show a clear increase
with density. As it is explained in Sect. 2.3, in this study we focus
on LERG radio AGNs. It is important to note that the nature of
radio AGN is also sensitive to redshift evolution (Karouzos et al.
2014; Cowley et al. 2016; Magliocchetti et al. 2016). Since the
galaxies with SBA13 classification are restricted to the narrow
redshift range 0.03 ≤ z ≤ 0.08 and the samples follow a similar
redshift distribution, we do not expect a bias in our comparison
caused by the possible redshift evolution.
Generally, radio nuclear activity is strongly related to the
stellar mass and the density of galaxies (SBA13). Hence, we
do not expect to find a high fraction of radio AGN in low den-
sity clusters. This dependence with the galaxy density (large-
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scale environment) is even observed in isolated galaxies. Sabater
et al. (2008, 2012) do not find any high luminosity radio AGN
in isolated galaxies in the AMIGA (Analysis of the interstellar
Medium of Isolated GAlaxies, Verdes-Montenegro et al. 2005)
sample. In fact, the fraction of radio AGN in isolated galaxies is
smaller than expected for galaxies with same stellar mass.
A recent study of radio nuclear activity for local galaxies
(Kaviraj et al. 2015) discarded AGN to be triggered by internal
mass loss (secular processes). In relation to the large-scale en-
vironment, they also dismissed that radio AGN are fuelled by
cluster-scale cooling flows since their radio detections preferen-
tially lie outside clusters. They therefore conclude that the most
important trigger for ’cold-mode’ radio AGN is galaxy merg-
ing. In this regard, Ramos Almeida et al. (2012) and Chiaberge
et al. (2015) found strong evidence that mergers are the trigger-
ing mechanism for the radio-loud AGN phenomenon. Note that
the radio-loud AGNs studied are distinct from the LERGs.
The fraction of radio AGN for single galaxies (NT = 33) and
galaxies in pairs (NT = 45) in our study is shown in Fig. 4. The
dependence of radio AGN with stellar mass is so strong that,
even if the number of radio AGN detections in our samples is
small, we can see significant differences with the addition of
one single companion. These differences reflect that not only the
LSS affects the radio AGN activity, we also found evidence that
radio AGN is affected by the local environment. This result is
in agreement with Pace & Salim (2014), whose find that radio
AGN (LERGs) tend to be located in dense environments. They
also claim that they are fuelled by the accretion of small quan-
tities of hot halo gas. Therefore, while the effect of interactions
is minimal in triggering optical AGN activity, it seems to have
a strong connection with radio AGN activity. Unfortunately, we
do not have a statistically significant sample to further explore
the dependence on the local and large-scale environments as for
optical AGN in this study.
Note here that the differences between the two samples could
be reduced if we consider halo masses instead of stellar masses.
In fact, Ellison et al. (2015) found that radio AGN (LERGs) are
not fuelled by mergers, since they do not find an excess on the
fraction of radio AGN (LERGs) when matching control samples
in halo mass or D4000. Moreover, the results of Fig. 4 agree
with the results of Ellison et al. (2015), whose find an excess of
LERGs in pairs if only stellar-mass and redshift are matched.
4.2. Dependence on the environment
There has been some disagreement in the literature regarding
the connection between environment and nuclear activity. In
this context, we explore the effect of local and large-scale en-
vironments on the AGN activity in isolated galaxies and phys-
ically bound isolated pairs, selected under a three-dimensional
isolation definition. To investigate this, we computed the tidal
strengths Qpair and QLSS as explained in Sect. 2. The different
nature of the different environment definitions for isolated sys-
tems and the control samples are shown in Fig. 2. By definition,
control samples dominate the range of higher values of the QLSS,
while the systems of galaxies in pairs lie in the area of higher
Qpair.
4.2.1. Dependence on the local environment
The values of Qpair for SDSS pairs are mainly larger than the
values for SIP galaxies, as it is shown in Fig. 2. This is expected
since there are more SDSS pairs at smaller projected distances
and higher mass ratio than in isolated pairs. Nevertheless, there is
an area with common values of the Qpair between -2.5 to -0.5 (see
Fig. 5). We do not observe relevant differences in this common
area. In general, we do not observe any significant trend as a
function of Qpair (see Fig. 5), neither as a function of ∆Q, which
is defined as Qpair − QLSS and quantifies the extent that a given
galaxy is dominated by its closest neighbour or its large-scale
environment.
On the contrary, Ellison et al. (2011) found an increase in
the AGN fraction in most tight pairs and stated that optical AGN
might be triggered by close interactions. A possible explanation
for the discrepancy is the fairly wide projected sepatarions of
the SDSS pairs sample (d ' 200 kpc on average) in compari-
son to the AGN excess seen in Ellison et al. (2011) at distances
d . 50 kpc. To check this we further explore the fraction of
optical AGN as a function of the projected separation and the
mass ratio between the two galaxies in pairs. Even if we do not
have a large statistical sample of isolated pairs with projected
separation smaller than 50 kpc (NT = 50), we have a large num-
ber (NT = 435) of close SDSS pairs to compare with the re-
sults of Ellison et al. (2011). We also do not observe any trend
and any relevant difference between the SIP or the SDSS pairs
samples with projected separation. This discrepancy might then
come from the different definitions of the local environment. For
the purpose of the present study, galaxy pairs are located in low
density environments. By definition, the SIP sample is very well
isolated from the large-scale environment, with the first nearest
neighbour at projected distances larger than 1 Mpc. In the case
of SDSS pairs, we selected groups in Yang et al. (2007) with two
galaxies within the same dark matter halo to avoid the case where
the same central galaxy can be included in two or three different
pairs. We therefore confirm our previous result that local envi-
ronment has not a principal role in triggering optical AGN.
The parameters described in Eqs. 1 and 2 quantify the tidal
effects onto the central (brightest) galaxy in galaxy pairs. In
this sense, high values of these parameters, in relation to the
AGN fraction, are mainly associated with the gas stripping or the
shape distortion of the central galaxy. Nevertheless, AGN prop-
erties are more associated with the gas accretion of the central
galaxy. In this sense, an alternative definition of the Qpair ,i.e.
Qpair,B ≡ log
(
MA
MB
(
DB
dAB
)3)
, is more closely related to trigger the
gas accretion to the central galaxy. To better identify the differ-
ent contributions it is worth to further explore the tidal strength
affecting the faintest galaxy in the galaxy pairs. However, this
should be carried out in a separated study since only 45% of the
SIP has SBA13 classification for the two members in the mass
range considered in the present study (the typical mass ratio is
∼ 1/100 Argudo-Fernández et al. 2015b).
4.2.2. Dependence on the LSS environment
In contrast to SDSS single galaxies, we find a strong dependence
of the LSS on the optical nuclear activity and star formation in
isolated galaxies. Moreover, the observed trends are different de-
pending on galaxy mass (see Fig. 6).
According to Argudo-Fernández et al. (2015b), SIG galaxies
mainly belong to the outer parts of filaments, walls, and clus-
ters, and generally differ from the void population of galaxies. In
fact, only one third of SIG galaxies are located in voids. Using
the code for data visualisation LSSGALPY7 (Argudo-Fernández
et al. 2015a), we checked that galaxies with low values of QLSS
7 https://github.com/margudo/LSSGALPY
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Fig. 5. Fraction of optical nuclear activity with respect to the Qpair environmental parameter. Low-mass galaxies (10.0 ≤ log(M?) < 10.5 [M])
are represented by red circles, intermediate-mass galaxies (10.5 ≤ log(M?) < 11.0 [M]) are represented by orange squares, and high-mass
galaxies (11.0 ≤ log(M?) ≤ 11.4 [M]) are represented by green triangles. The fraction of SFN, optical AGN, and passive SIP galaxies (NT =
169, 387, and 208, respectively) is represented from top to bottom in the left panels, and for SDSS pairs (NT = 564, 1009, and 678, respectively)
in the right panels. The number of galaxies in each Qpair bin is shown in tables for each sample at the bottom of each panel. The dashed area in
the figures corresponds to the range with common values of Qpair between the two samples, from -2.5 to -0.5. Error bars are given considering
binomial distribution.
are mainly located in void regions, and galaxies with higher QLSS
are more related with denser structures, as filaments or walls. See
Appendix A for more details.
This means that the differences that we found between SIG
galaxies and SDSS singles, with respect to high values of the
QLSS, are directly related to the location of the galaxies in the
outskirts or inside clusters, respectively. According to this, the
general trend for the fraction of passive isolated galaxies is to
decrease from voids to denser regions (e. g. clusters, filaments).
However, the fraction is smaller than that of similar mass SDSS
single galaxies located in the same regions.
The fraction of optical AGN for high-mass SIG galaxies in-
creases with denser large-scale environment (massive SIG galax-
ies have more accretion time and therefore they have more gas).
We interpret this result as the central black hole in massive iso-
lated galaxies being fuelled by cold gas from the LSS. We would
not see an increment in SDSS single galaxies because of the
warming of the cold gas in denser environments, where the ef-
fect of the stripping of diffuse gas or strangulation, ram-pressure
stripping, and galaxy harassment is present. (von der Linden
et al. 2010; Peng et al. 2015).
On the contrary, the fraction of optical AGN for low-mass
SIG galaxies decreases from voids to denser regions (e.g. clus-
ters, filaments). In comparison to the trend for passive galaxies,
this is directly translated into an important increment of star-
forming SIG galaxies in the outskirts of clusters. Given that the
fraction of star-forming SIG galaxies with low values of QLSS
is smaller, our results contrast to those of Liu et al. (2015).
They found that the fraction of star-forming galaxies in voids
is significantly higher than that in walls. Note that only 14% of
void galaxies in Pan et al. (2012) are found in the SIG sample
(Argudo-Fernández et al. 2015b), therefore void galaxies span
a large range of local environments. In the future, we will ex-
plore these differences further by considering the possible effect
of morphology or stellar populations.
We previously discussed the fact that the fraction of opti-
cal AGN in the SIG sample continues increasing, while peaks
at M? ' 108.0 M for the other samples (see Fig. 3). From
Fig. 6, we see that this continue increase mainly occurs at high
QLSS. It is interesting that, on the contrary, the AGN fraction of
the low-mass SIG galaxies even decreases. Such a different mass
dependent worth a further detailed study.
The different mass- and environment-dependence behaviours
between isolated and control samples suggest that a halo/mass
or a simple QLSS parameter is not enough to characterise the
environmental effects of galaxies in more complicated (small-
scale) environments.
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Fig. 6. Fraction of optical nuclear activity with respect to the QLSS environmental parameter. Low-mass galaxies (10.0 ≤ log(M?) < 10.5 [M])
are represented by red circles, intermediate-mass galaxies (10.5 ≤ log(M?) < 11.0 [M]) are represented by orange squares, and high-mass
galaxies (11.0 ≤ log(M?) ≤ 11.4 [M]) are represented by green triangles. The fraction of SFN, optical AGN, and passive SIG galaxies (NT =
587, 1153, and 559, respectively) is represented from top to bottom in the left panels, and for SDSS single galaxies (NT = 1777, 3027, and 2063,
respectively) in the right panels. The number of galaxies in each QLSS bin is shown in tables for each sample at the bottom of each panel. The
dashed area in the figures corresponds to the range with common values of QLSS between the two samples, from -5.5 to -3.5. Error bars are given
considering binomial distribution.
5. Summary and conclusions
In this work we study the effect of the environment on the frac-
tion of optical and radio nuclear activity. In particular, we in-
vestigate the effect of both, local and large-scale environments
on nuclear activity and star formation, for the first time using
three-dimensional isolated galaxies and physically bound iso-
lated pairs (SIG and SIP galaxies, respectively). Besides, using
the tidal strength parameters Qpair and QLSS we are able to quan-
tify separately the effect of one-on-one interactions from the ef-
fect of the large-scale environment where the galaxy resides.
Control samples of single galaxies and pairs selected from the
SDSS were used for comparison.
Our main conclusions are the following:
1. The prevalence of optical AGN is found to be independent to
the addition of one single companion (see Fig. 3).
2. For massive galaxies, the fraction of optical AGN in iso-
lated galaxies and isolated pairs is slightly higher than in
the control samples (see the central upper panel in Fig. 3).
Moreover, the fraction of massive passive isolated galaxies
is smaller than in any other sample (see the right upper panel
in Fig. 3). These results suggest that the black holes of mas-
sive (log(M?) > 11.0 [M]) isolated galaxies are still grow-
ing while similar mass isolated pairs, SDSS pairs, and SDSS
single galaxies have already quenched their activity.
3. Local environment has not a principal role in triggering opti-
cal AGN (see Fig. 5). Cold gas accretion by secular evolution
is sufficient to explain the optical nuclear activity for more
massive galaxies (see the middle left panel in Fig. 6).
4. In contrast to local environment, we find a strong dependence
of the optical nuclear activity and star formation on the LSS
for isolated systems (see Fig. 6). In particular, the fraction
of AGN for high-mass SIG galaxies increases with denser
large-scale environment. We interpret this result as the cen-
tral black hole in massive isolated galaxies being fuelled by
cold gas from the LSS.
5. Regarding to radio nuclear activity (LERG), we find that not
only the galaxy mass and large-scale environment affects it,
but that radio AGN are also strongly affected by the local
environment (see Fig. 4).
Optical AGN is related to cold gas accretion, while radio
AGN is related to hot gas accretion. In this context, there is more
cold gas, fuelling the central optical AGN, in isolated systems.
Overall, our results are in agreement with a scenario where cold
gas accretion by secular evolution is the main driver for optical
AGN, while hot gas accretion and one-on-one interactions are
the main drivers of radio AGN activity.
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Appendix A: LSSGALPY
LSSGALPY8 (Argudo-Fernández et al. 2015a) is a tool for the
interactive visualization of the large-scale environment around
galaxies on the 3D space based on Python language. The tool
allows one to easily compare the 3D positions of a sample (or
samples) with respect to the locations of the LSS galaxies in their
local and/or large scale environments. For the purpose of this
study, we compared the position of galaxies in the SIG sample
according to three different ranges of values of their QLSS (see a
snapshot of the tool in Fig. A.1).
We observe that most of the SIG galaxies with QLSS ≤ −5.5
are preferentially located in voids or low density regions, while
SIG galaxies with −5.5 < QLSS ≤ −4.5, and specially with
QLSS > −4.5, are distributed along the LSS. This means that
these SIG galaxies mainly belong to the outer parts of filaments,
walls, and clusters, and generally differ from the void population
of galaxies.
8 Available at https://github.com/margudo/LSSGALPY
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